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Abstract 
Al Amrani, A., A comparison between cohomology and K-theory of weighted projective spaces, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 93 (1994) 129-134. 
For a weighted projective space p = Pt(q,,, . . . . 4.). we give a new computation of K”(p) up to 
a hypothesis on n, qO, , 4,. In this case, the two rings K “(P’) and H *(p, Z) are isomorphic. In the 
general case, in order that such an isomorphism exist, a condition on the weights is necessary. It is 
sufficient if n = 3. 
1. 
It is well known that, for a complex projective space P”, integral cohomology 
H*(P”, Z) and complex K-theory K*(P) have the same (additive and) multiplicative 
structure. In this note we give an answer to the case of a weighted projective space 
p”” = PC(qo ,...,q.) (of We (qO,...,qn), qi 2 1). 
The ring K’(p) has been computed in [l]. Under a certain condition on the 
integers n, qo, . . . . qnr we give here an other computation of K’(9). This uses the 
modified Chern character associated to the formal series l/l - X = 1 + X + 
x2 + ..*. The result is so that, in this particular case, the two rings H*(P”“, Z) and 
K’(p) are isomorphic. We do not know how to get this fact directly from [l], when 
n 2 4. Calculations seem to be too complicated. 
For n s 2, H*(p, Z) and K’(p) are always isomorphic. For n 2 3, we give 
a necessary condition in order that the two rings be isomorphic. The condition is 
sufficient if n = 3. 
Notations and definitions are the same as in Cl]; we will not recall them. 
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2. 
Let ch’ : K(P”“) = K*(p”) --) ,“(P”“, Z) be the modified Chern character defined by 
1/1-x=l+x+x~+~~~. If we consider the following multiplication on 
P(pI”, Z), 
u*v= 
i+j ( 1 i uv, UEP’(F” Z) 2 . lEfP(p”” Z) > > 
then ch’ is a ring homomorphism. 
Lemma 2.1 (i) We haoe ch’(a”) = <r + t_: + . . . + <y. 
(ii) For any i (1 5 i 5 n), ch’(ii’) is divisible by the integer ei = ei(qo, . . . . q.) (see 
[l, 1.5 and 3.11). 
Proof. (i) is given by the definitions of zi, t1 and ch’. To see (ii) one writes 
ch’(5’) = ([r + . . . + 9;) * ... *(tr + ..’ + {l) (i factors) 
= ti{f + “’ + t.cl Ctj E z, 
= tieiti + ... + t,e,<, Cl, 1.63. 
But if 1 I i 5 j I n, then lj = lj(40, . . . , qn) divides I [-iii [l, 1.43, and hence ei = /I/ii 
divides ej. q 
3. 
We assume n 2 1. Consider the two integers n! = 1.2. a 1 n and e,_ I = 
en-l(q0,...7 q.), and denote by (H) the hypothesis (n!, e,_,) = 1. If it = 1 or 2, or if 
(n!, qi) = 1 for all i, then (H) is true. Let us make precise the meaning of (H). Take 
a prime divisor p of n! and put clj = U,(qi). Then (H) says that for any such a p, there 
exists a permutation (i. . . . i,) of 0, .,., n SO that Eli, 5 ai, < ai, = pi, = ... = ai” (use 
[i, 1.41). For example (H) is satisfied if 
n = 3, q. = 2”q&, q1 = 2*3Oq;, q2 = 3Oq;, q3 = 2?q;, 
with a r y, (6,q:) = 1 (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
Proposition 3.1. Assume (H) is true. Then there are unique elements al, . . ..a.,E K(p) 
such that ii’ = eiai. 
We deduce first the following corollary. 
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Corollary 3.2. Under the hypothesis (H), one has: 
(9 (1, ul, . . . . a,} is a Z-basis of K(P”“) satisfying 
UiUj = eijUi+j (i + j I n), UiUj=O (i+j>n) (1) 
where the integers eij = eij(qo, . . . . qn) are defined in [l, 1.61. 
(ii) K(P”“) is isomorphic-us a ring-to ZIX1, . . . . X,]/‘QI, where Ql is the ideal 
generated by the relations (1) with Xk instead of ak. Hence K(P”“) and H*(P”“, H) are 
isomorphic rings [l, 1.61. 
Proof. (ii) is clearly a consequence of(i). Let us prove (i). By [l, Lemma 3.21 we have 
eich(ai) = ch(Z)’ = [exp(rl) - lli 
= ti + terms of degree >2i, in H”(P”“, Q). 
Since ti = ei<i [l, 1.6 and 3.11, Remark 2.4 in [l] shows that {l,ui, . . ..a.) is 
a Z-basis of K(P”“), with aiEF2i(F”). In particular aiaj = 0 for i + j > n. The other 
relations in (1) are obvious from those in Proposition 3.1. 0 
4. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Since K(P”“) is a free group [l, Section 21, the uniqueness of the Ui is clear. We prove 
their existence by decreasing induction. The element a, exists by Lemma 3.2 in [l]. So 
suppose that a,, a,_l, . . . . ai+l (1 I i < n) exist, and let us construct ai. By a similar 
argument as in the preceding proof, {ai+ 1, . . . , a,,} is a Z-basis of F ‘G+ “(P”“). On the 
other hand there exists big FZi(P”“) SO that ch(bi) = ti + terms of degree >2i in 
H”(P”“, Q) [l, 2.31. Then, for the same reason as before {bi, ui+ 1, . . . . a,,} is a Z-basis of 
FZi(p). Hence a”‘~ Fzi(P”“) has the form 
a”‘= tibi + ti+lai+l + ‘1. + tnan (with tjEi7). (2) 
It is sufficient to show that ei divides all the integers tj. In the proof of the corollary 
above we saw that ch(a”)’ = eiti + ... . SO ti = ei. Assume that ti, ti+ 1, . . . . tj are 
multiple of ei, and let US prove that tj+ 1 is also multiple of ei (with i I j < n; recall that 
i is fixed). Apply the modified Chern character ch’ to (2). We get, in Hev(p, Z), 
ch’(a”‘) - tiCh’(bi) - ~ t,Ch’(a,) = ~ t,Ch’(a,). 
k=i+l k=j+l 
(3) 
By Lemma 2.1 the left member is divisible by ei. Suppose for a while that the right 
member of (3) is of the form 
(j + l)! tj+ 1 [j+ 1 + terms of degree >2( j + l), in H”‘(p”, Z). (4) 
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Therefore our hypothesis (H) shows that ei divides tj+l since ei divides e,_r (recall 
i < n). Then we are done, by induction. Now to see (4), it is enough to check for any 
k~{i + l,...,n} that 
ch’(ak) = k! Sk + terms of degree >2k, in EI”(fi, Z). 
We have iik = ekak, by hypothesis. Hence 
ek ch’(a,) = ch’(c) * ... * ch’(a”) (k times). 
But ch’(d) = t1 + ..+ + t; (Lemma 2.1) and 
k!ek& = k!<: = {I *...*tl (k times). 
The desired formula follows. This completes the proof. q 
5. 
Let A = Z[Xr, . . . . X,1/‘% be the ring considered in Corollary 3.2. We know that 
H*(P”“, Z) is isomorphic to A (see [l, 1.61). We are going to give a necessary condition 
on the weights qO, . . . , q,, in order that the ring K(P”“) be isomorphic to A. Let e be the 
integer 
e = e(qo, . . . . 4”) = c4w31 - C~22/W3U 
where li = li(qo, . . . . q,,) [l, 1.41. Consider the 2-valuations Cli = Ul(qi), and choose 
a permutation (i,, . . . i,) of 0, . . . , n such that Cli, I ... I cli.. Then vz(l, 12/13) = 
% I - C(in-29 uz(1$Y1Z3) = @in_, - ai”_,. Hence the integer e is even $and only if 
ai._l < R._, or cli,_, = c(i,_l = cli.. 
Proposition 5.1 (i) Ifn 2 3 and the ring K(P”“) is isomorphic to A, then the integer e is 
even. 
(ii) Zf n = 3 and e is even, then K(P”“) is isomorphic to A. 
For the proof, we will need the following lemma in which the integers 
t$’ = t$‘(qO, . . .) qn) are those defined in [l, 5.21. 
Lemma 5.2. For n 2 3, we have 
(i) ti:’ = 1’11 1 2, tc3) 12 -  1 1 1 2 /1 39 t$“: = ll(lf - 12)/213, 
(ii) et!:’ = 2t:;‘. 
Proof. We use [l, 5.21 with its notations. This gives 
ri? = k:,lk,, > d”, = kllbdks, 
6:’ = C%lhz - k&dk2dlkm 
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On the other hand one has kii = ki kz...ki and 
kiz = ki(ki - I)/29 kz3 = klkz(kl + kz - 2)/2. 
Now since ki = li/li_ 1 the relations (i) follow, and (ii) is obviously a consequence 
of (i). 0 
6. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. 
We know that K(P”“) is isomorphic to the ring R = Z [Xl, . . . , X,1/J [l, Theorem 
5.31 
(a) Let us assume n = 3 and e even. The ring homomorphism 
A = ZCXi, Xz, x,1/a --) R = ZCXI, Xz, X,1/J, 
Xi + rU H Xi + 3 (i = 1,3), 
is well defined and has an inverse, by Lemma 5.2 (cf. the generators of 2I and 3 in 
[l, 1.6 and Theorem 5.31). So K(F3) is isomorphic to A. 
(b) Now assume n 2 3 and K(P”“) N A. Hence there exists a ring isomorphism 
g:R+A. Put xi=Xi+JER, yi=Xi+%EA. SO {l,xi,...,x,,} is a Z-basis of 
Rand {l,y,,... , y,} is a Z-basis of A, with the relations (lot. cit.) 
n 
XiXj = 0 (i +j > ?I), XiXj = C t/T)X, (i + j I n), 
a=i+j 
yi_Vj = Cl (i +j > a), YiYj = t:j+j)Yi+j (i + j I n) 
($ +j) = lilj/li+j = eij). In particular, one has 
x: = tl:‘x, + ti3:x3 + (n) ..* + tiix,. 
(5) 
Therefore it is sufficient to check that in R, xf is divisible by ti:‘, because this implies 
that ~1:’ divides t[:’ which shows that e is even by Lemma 5.2(ii). 
We can write the’image of x1 under g as 
g(xi) = r. + rlyl + ... + r,y, (riEZ). 
The relations (5) give xi+’ = 0 and, then, they imply r. = 0. Hence 
g(x:) = (ri yi + “’ + r,y,)’ = C rijyiyj (rijEH). 
i+jln 
But g is an isomorphism, so by (5) we need only to see that t ::’ = 1:/l, divides all the 
t!f+j) = lilj/li+j (i +j I n, i 2 1, j 2 1). Let US do it by use of [l, 1.43. EJ 
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Take any prime p dividing ti<‘, and put a, = u,(q,). As usual choose a permutation 
6 o...s,) of 0, . . . . y1 so that clsO < ... I a,“. Then 




(ti:‘) 5 u (t!f+j) l p ,J ) The proposition is proven. 0 
7. 
Here are three remarks about the two Propositions 3.1 and 5.1. 
Remark 7.1. For n 2 3, we have (Section 3 and Lemma 5.2) 
(H): (n!, e,_,) = 1 5 e2 = 1:/l, odd + e even. 
But if e is even, e2 is not necessarily odd. In particular the case n = 3 shows that 
YqPR) N A +(H)“. 
Remark 7.2. The proof of Corollary 3.2 shows that if ek = 1:/l, divides dk in K(P”“) for 
any k, then the ring K(P”“) is isomorphic to A. The converse is true. To see it consider 
an isomorphism g: R + A as in part (b) of Section 6 and prove that g(x:) 
is divisible by ek in A, by checking that ek divides fly=1 lij/l,, s = i1 + ... + ik 
(ij 2 1, S I n). 
Remark 7.3. In the case n = 3, the integers t$’ defining the ideal J [l, Theorem 5.31 
are easily computed in terms of the II, (Lemma 5.2). But for n 2 4, the calculations 
become complicated so that we do not know how to obtain Proposition 3.2 directly 
from [l, Theorem 5.31. 
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